
 

 

 

FASHION FEATURES EDITOR, CLAPHAM COMMON 

Department – Editorial 

Reporting to the Editorial and Content Director 

 

THE BRAND 

MATCHESFASHION.COM is the global luxury-shopping destination for men and women, bringing 

together a modern edit of over 400 established and emerging designers. Experience 

MATCHESFASHION.COM online, in its London stores and at No.23, our private-shopping 

townhouse. With over 25 years in luxury fashion, we deliver to over 190 countries and offer 24/7 

advice through MyStylist, our dedicated fashion-concierge team. 

THE ROLE 

 

Your responsibility will be to provide high quality editorial copy and up-to-date fashion content, 

developing original and fresh ideas within the MATCHESFASHION.COM voice and ensuring 

MATCHESFASHION.COM remains a reference point for information on the latest trends and 

fashion news.  

 

The role reports into our Editorial and Content Director and you would oversee any fashion writers 

within the Womenswear team. 

THE RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

 GENERATE editorial content and story ideas throughout the season, that is both 

commercially and editorially viable, multi-layered and in keeping with the 

MATCHESFASHION.COM brand  

 

 BUILDING relationships with all the key directors of press offices to facilitate great access 

and help with all brand relations which may involve advertising 

 

 CONTRIBUTE to all sections of the weekly online magazine, including the daily content, and 

related editorial outlets from ideas to written features to editing - with a global focus on 

fashion, trends, celebrity, culture and current events 

 

 Contribute IDEAS and copy to all print magazines 

 

 RESEARCH and write main features, designer profiles, and designer and celebrity 

interviews, trend reports 

 

 LEAD ideas meetings with the writing team and develop multi-layered content that is both 

inspiring and meets the commercial needs of the business 

 

 COMMISION EXTERNAL and internal writers where necessary 

 

 COMMISION FREELANCE writers for main features 

 

 LIAISE with external contacts and PRs to secure interviews, acquire quotes and images when 

relevant 

 

 CONTRIBUTE dynamic and enticing cover lines, headlines, sells and fashion stories to 

encourage maximum engagements 

 

 ASSIST in checking the weekly issues and print magazines for errors and house style 



 

 

 MANAGE and develop the team’s fashion writers including appraisals and regular feedback 

 

 Manage TREND information each season for ideas meetings, the print magazine, buy team 

and PR purposes 

 

 WORK on special projects such as designer specials 

 

 ATTEND fashion shows as and when necessary 

 

 WORK WITH the video editor on creative concepts, video strategy and orchestrating 

designer video interviews throughout the season 

 

 OVERSEE the seasonal press pack, working with the press office and buyers to ensure the 

key trends and designers are messaged appropriately and the content is delivered in a timely 

manner 

 

 MANAGE the product copy editor and oversee the product copy team to ensure all product 

copy is written in line with the in-house tone of voice, delivered punctually and with accurate 

knowledge 

 

 ACT as a representative for MATCHESFASHION.COM at press events, brand appointments, 

fashion week shows and on an ad hoc basis when required 

 

ABOUT YOU 

 

 Experience of generating editorial content and story ideas for a leading fashion magazine  

 Good contacts within the industry. 

 Possess a proven track record of inspiring creativity and daring both with an excellent eye for 

fashion and sharp copy-writing and editing skills.   

 You will have a keen eye for trends and be confident in generating ideas.  

 A proven ability to work quickly and efficiently with accuracy and attention to detail 

 Time keeping and ability to meet deadlines 

 Excellent written English 

 Expert knowledge of fashion, designers and brands 

 Team player  

 Acting as an ambassador for Matches you will have exceptional communication and 

networking skills, a great sense of personal style and wit. Plus a sense of humour! 

 Originality, creativity and overall quality of editorial content 

 Image and copy accuracy  

 Graduate (or equivalent) with proven experience 

 

From the moment you join our team we aspire to make your employment experience an 

engaging and memorable one. 

 

If you are energetic, hardworking and thrive in a collaborative and fast-paced environment, 

then please apply with a CV and covering letter stating your salary details and notice period. 


